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Jesus told Peter to cast his net on the other side.  Peter responded according to Your Word I will do 
it.

Mathew 18:19

What kind of words have we been casting.  The scripture is clear  "In the mouth of two or three 
witnesses shall every word be established."  2Cor  13:1    What are we establishing.

Our words will establish good and evil based upon what we say and who agrees with us.

There is something I have encountered in Christendom that needs to be taught on.  When we agree 
regarding a persons situation or we "" discuss it with the prayer group so we can "talk pray".  
Everyone who agrees with the negative of the situation has just come in agreement against their 
brother or sister in the Lord for who they were to pray.

Well meaning Christians have tried to call me to tell me how so and so has a problem and how they 
want to help and want me to come into agreement with what they are saying.  If I place the power of 
my agreement with theirs I have just cast a net over the person who needs help.  How do I handle it? 
First, I don't let the person calling speak against someone else.  We are told not to listen to the evil 
report or to speak evil of another.

I ask them," Have you fasted and prayed for the individual you are calling about?"  Have you 
sought the Lord for a word on their behalf?  9 times out of 10 the answer is "no".  It's too easy for us 
to fall into judging and condemning our brothers and sisters when we talk about them.

Yes there are situations that require us to address individual's behaviors.  But we have been told to 
go to them personally, not talk about it with others.

I was first in the line to repent when the Lord showed me this.  I want to encourage you to repent of 
evil speaking and breaking diabolic agreements (anything contrary to God's word for a person's 
life).  Command evil word nets over your life and others to be destroyed in Jesus name.

Begin casting words of Blessing and what God says on people and see what happens.  Blessings.


